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NOTICE

TIA/EIA Engineering Standards and Publications are designed to serve the public interest through
eliminating misunderstandings between manufacturers and purchasers, facilitating
interchangeability and improvement of products, and assisting the purchaser in selecting and
obtaining with minimum delay the proper product for his particular need.  Existence of such
Standards and Publications shall not in any respect preclude any member or nonmember of
TIA/EIA from manufacturing or selling products not conforming to such Standards and
Publications, nor shall the existence of such Standards and Publications preclude their voluntary
use by those other than TIA/EIA members, whether the standard is to be used either domestically
or internationally.

Standards and Publications are adopted by TIA/EIA in accordance with the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) patent policy.  By such action, TIA/EIA does not assume any liability
to any patent owner, nor does it assume any obligation whatever to parties adopting the Standard
or Publication.

This Standard does not purport to address all safety problems associated with its use or all
applicable regulatory requirements.  It is the responsibility of the user of this Standard to establish
appropriate safety and health practices and to determine the applicability of regulatory limitations
before its use.

(From Standards Proposal Nos. 3693 and 3693-1, formulated under the cognizance of the TIA TR-
45.5 Subcommittee on Spread Spectrum Digital Technology).

(TIA/EIA-95-B is an Upgrade and Revision of TIA/EIA-95-A which also incorporates TSB74 and
ANSI-J-STD-008)

Published by

8TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 1999
Standards and Technology Department

2500 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22201

PRICE:  Please refer to current
Catalog of EIA, JEDEC, and TIA STANDARDS and ENGINEERING PUBLICATIONS

or call Global Engineering Documents, USA and Canada (1-800-854-7179)
International (303-397-7956)

All rights reserved
   Printed in U.S.A.
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DON'T VIOLATE
THE

LAW!

     This document is copyrighted by the TIA and may not be reproduced without
     permission.

     Organizations may obtain permission to reproduce a limited number of copies
     through entering into a license agreement.  For information, contact:

Global Engineering Documents
15 Inverness Way East

Englewood, CO 80112-5704 or call
U.S.A. and Canada 1-800-854-7179, International (303) 397-7956
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ANSI/TIA/EIA-95-B

PREFACE

i

These technical requirements form a compatibility standard for 800 MHz cellular mobile1

telecommunications systems and 1.8 to 2.0 GHz Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)2

Personal Communications Services (PCS) systems.  They ensure that a mobile station can3

obtain service in a cellular or PCS system manufactured according to this standard.  These4

requirements do not address the quality or reliability of that service, nor do they cover5

equipment performance or measurement procedures.6

To ensure compatibility (see Note 1), both radio-system parameters and call-processing7

procedures must be specified.  The sequence of call-processing steps that the mobile8

stations and base stations execute to establish calls has been specified along with the9

digital control messages and analog signals that are exchanged between the two stations.10

The base station is subject to fewer compatibility requirements than the dual-mode mobile11

station.  Radiated power levels, both desired and undesired, are fully specified for dual-12

mode mobile stations to control the RF interference that one mobile station can cause13

another.  Base stations are fixed in location and their interference is controlled by proper14

layout and operation of the system in which the station operates.  Detailed call-processing15

procedures are specified for mobile stations to ensure a uniform response to all base16

stations.  Base station call procedures are not specified in detail because they are a part of17

the overall design of the individual land system.  However, the base station call-processing18

procedures must be compatible with those specified for the mobile station.  This approach19

to writing the compatibility specification provides the land system designer with sufficient20

flexibility to respond to local service needs and to account for local topography and21

propagation conditions.22

This specification includes provisions for future service additions and expansion of system23

capabilities.24

25
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